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# Issue Issue Fix 

1 eDMR System: Password reset 

screen needs additional text for 

instructions for resetting password 

and questions 

The password reset screen was updated to provide additional instructions for user to clarify what should be 

done when resetting password or setting up submitter electronic signature questions/answers. The updates 

included the following additional information:  

 Indicate that temporary password received via email should be used as the current password  

 Provide Password strength requirements on screen  

 Indicate that Questions only need to be entered for a new submitter account or can be updated for 

an existing submitter account 

 Provide the Question/Answer requirements on screen 

2 eDMR System: Update “Failed to 

Submit” Confirmation email to 

reflect the submittal date and time 

stamp 

The "Failed To Submit" confirmation email has been updated to include the submittal date and timestamp of 

the report submittal. 

3 eDMR System: The PDF copy of COR 

needs to be updated to reflect 

electronic signature 

The PDF copy of eDMR report has been updated to reflect an indication of electronic certification 

and electronic signature on the Copy of Record (COR).   Some minor format and content updates 

were made to address incorrect links and language as well as adding a footer to indicate the stored 

COR name. 

 

4 eDMR System: Confirmation email 

has Form Feeds that result in 

multiple pages when printed 

An issue was resolved regarding the format of the confirmation emails from the eDMR system in 

which the printing of the email resulted in multiple printed pages.  When users tried to print the 

confirmation email after report submittal had been processed, the printed version was 11 pages 

long.  This issue has been resolved and the printed version of system emails is now a single printed 

page. 



# Issue Issue Fix 

5 eDMR System: Inactive accounts 

should not be LOCKED when 

attempted logins fail 

An issue was fixed in which an inactive user account would be locked when the user tried to login 

to the inactive account.  The account status would change from INACTIVE to LOCKED after 5 failed 

attempts.  The inactive account should not be LOCKed but rather it should immediately display a 

message indicating the account is INACTIVE.  Also, if a user tried to "Request Password Reset" or 

"Forgot Password?" from Login screen for an account that was INACTIVE, it was completing the 

action and should not have.  Instead, there should be a message displayed indicating the account is 

INACTIVE.  

 

This issue has been resolved and the following message is now displayed on Login Screen as 

follows after the first attempt at Logging in, Requesting Password Reset or Forgot Password for an 

INACTIVE user account:  

 

Your account is Inactive. Please contact the eDMR Administrator at edmradmin@ncdenr.gov for 

assistance. 

6 eDMR System: ORC names 

duplicated many times in ORC pick 

list 

An issue was fixed to resolve a problem with the ORC drop-down list that began following the 

electronic signature updates in October 2019.  Some users had reported that operator names were 

displayed multiple times in the ORC pick list on the initial report screen. This issue has been 

resolved. 

 


